
2020 Waredaca Classic PHASE C NOVICE (ID: 18468) - Novice
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1C

Once through the Finish

B/Start C head left up the

hill toward the finish of

phase A to find 1C along

the fence line.

2C

From 1A continue along

the fence line eventually

going down the hill to the

corner of the field where

you will find 2C.

3C

As you go through 2C you

will turn right and head

towards the creek. Be

aware of muddy footing in

this area. 3C will be just at

the creek crossing taking

you onto the path to cut

through the woods.

4C

After you cross the creek

at 3C bear right a little to

go through a short path in

the woods. When you

come out of the woods

turn left to follow the edge

of the field toward the

corner of the field where

you will enter the woods

again and find 4C.

5C

After 4C turn right to

follow the marked path

through the woods. There

will be arrows to help

guide you through the

woods to 5C as you

emerge back into the field.

6C

From 5C follow the edge of

the field (tree line on your

left) down to the corner of

the field at 6C.

7C

At 6C turn right (DO NOT

GO THROUGH THE SMALL

GATE AT THIS TIME) to

continue to follow the

edge of the field. At the

corner in the fence line

you will find 7C.

8C

After 7C make a 90 degree

turn to the right to head

back up towards the tree

line to find 8C back along

the trees. Please be

mindful of the horses on

the cross country course

through this section. Your

paths should not cross but

they will be close by!!

9C

From 8C you continue to

your right (treelike on your

left) to complete the

hayfield loop at 9C which

is back in the corner of the

field near 5C.

10C

From 9C head down the

tree line to small gate out

of field (near gate 6C).

Once through gate go left

down driveway. You may

stay on driveway through

this section or just off to

the side. Continue to the

arrow sign pointing left

back into woods. Follow

path through woods to and

through gate back into a

xc field. Straight through

gate down hill to 10 C.

11C

Follow along the tree line

watching for muddy

footing here and there

keeping the tree line on

your left side. Bear left a

bit to stay along the edge

of the field eventually

passing the small bank

jump on your right to 11C

straight ahead of you.

12C

From 11C slight right to go

through the gate and up

the hill. Follow the edge of

the field with the fence on

your left to find 12C.

13C

From 12C continue along

the fence line to head

down the hill and then you

will bear right to head up

the hill beyond the cross

county jumps to find 13C

at the top of the hill. Then

straight on to the finish.

Distance: 3850 m

Speed: 220 m/min

Optimum Time: 17:30

Time Limit: 21:00

PHASE C NOVICE ONLY 

Minute Markers on map

www.CourseWalkApp.com
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https://www.google.com/maps/@39.2331008,-77.081784,16z/data=!3m1!1e3!10m1!1e1!12b1?source=apiv3&rapsrc=apiv3
https://maps.google.com/maps?ll=39.233101,-77.081784&z=16&t=k&hl=en-US&gl=US&mapclient=apiv3

